MINUTES: Clinical Affairs and Quality Assurance Committee Meeting
Date: December 09, 2019
Time: 11:45-12:45
Location: D3-39
Present: Annetty Soto F2020 (Chair), John Hardeman F2020, Andrew Corsaro F2022,Thomas Bowers F2022,Cesar MiglioratiADCA (ex-officio), Richelle Janiec (ex-officio-staff), Stephen Kostewicz (ex-officio-staff), Ryan Clance (2020), Hannah Eder (2021),
Nick Kaleel (IPS ex-officio), Nicole Escoffier (2022),
Absent: Abi Adewumi F2021(excused); Micaela Gibbs F2021(Chair-elect),

AGENDA;

Welcome

Approval of Minutes

Discussion

Chair: Annetty Soto
Chair-elect: Micaela Gibbs
Meeting called to order at 11:48 AM
We opened with discussion of the recent board exam.
October 28, 2019 committee minutes were reviewed and
motion carried to accept with the following corrections:
customizationQuestion about potential for more frequent surveys- costs

Highlights from Subcommittees
Old Business/New
Business/Updates

;

Add review of results and question about using EasyMarkit in
the future.
Clinic Affairs Updates:
 Patient Centered Care: We see more and more students
are focused on RVUs or Requirements they need to
complete which distracts them as providers from

Action

Carrie Thurman to
update website.

AGENDA

Discussion





looking at the patient’s needs and the patient’s
progression of care. Discussion with the 3DN-4DN
representatives reveals contradiction from the
educational requirements with the focus of the patient’s
needs. Oral surgery states that regularly patients are
scheduled with SOS-comp care for a provider other than
their assigned provider(s). Dr. Migliorati will bring this
topic up during the Team Leader/Treatment
Coordinator meeting on 12/12/19.
Image quality : Dr. Migliorati, Dr. Howard, Gerald,
Richelle and Terri worked with XDR to improve the
quality of the images. The settings were applied across
the clinics.
Safety Concern: Allowing D1 and D2 students to
perform treatment on patients at the FreeDOM clinic
puts our students and the school at risk. Dr. Migliorati is
inclined to say that only D3 & D4 students may be
allowed to volunteer for mission service. The
committee members present shared Dr. Migliorati’s
concern and support his initiative to reduce the risks for
the mission patients, our students and the school.
Recommendation from Dr. Bowers to either add
language to the code of conduct or code of ethics that no
provider (dental student) will practice out of the level of
skill that they have acquired. Dr. Corsaro offered that

Action
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Dr. Gibb’s provides a good orientation to the students
before they go on a mission/service trip. Each trip has a
UFCD faculty advisor responsible for the trip. Dr.
Migliorati indicated that Dr. Gibbs has been identified
by the Dean as the person in charge of this and perhaps
she can offer the committee some insight at the next
meeting.
IT Updates
 axiUm Update: The 7.04 update has gone well,
exception: when changing fees on the fly, the system
requires multiple confirmations for every fee on the
treatment plan. For the PreDoc clinics, there are very
few occurrences for fee changes without an adjustment
form; therefore, enforcing more restriction on changing
fees on the fly has minimal impact.
 eRx: OMFS requested some information and training
on the process. Concern for who will be responsible for
selecting the pharmacy for the patient- what patient
flow. (Target date and workflows- and then annual
training). Florida law does allow for patients to shop
around for best prices, and we must have a system in
place to answer this patient need.
 Wildlight:
 MiPACS: Some workstations remain on local 1, and IT
is investigating this concern. Some machines are
pointing to local 1, and not connecting at all.
Additionally, the CBCT download time- OMFS reports
the speed is much quicker today.

;

AGENDA

Discussion

Student Roundtable

Class of 2020: None reported
Class of 2021: 3DNS want to bring their self-recruits to their
home clinics and not to the screening clinic. Concern about not
having the Spring schedule available much sooner, and how
not having the schedule is affecting the continuity of care. Dr.
Migliorati shared that we are waiting on final word from the
departments.
Class of 2022: 2DNS want to know why they are not able to
get teeth from the clinics- Oral Surgery stated they save teeth
and that it may be easier if the class developed a plan to fairly
dispense the teeth. Nicole wants to send a message to her
classmates about mission trips and asked how to frame this
topic. Dr. Soto recommended she get the language from Dr.
Gibbs. Dr. Soto also suggested that there are some CODA
requirements regarding this topic.

Faculty Roundtable

Dr. Bowers shared that we have some opportunities for
improvement in the training for activation of the medical
emergency response system. Quarterly M&M where
individuals present their cases.
Dr. Hardeman requested that Clinic Administration provide
some glutaraldehyde for the teeth collection, Dr Migliorati
agreed to this request

Action
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Adjourn

Meeting adjourned at 12:55PM

NEXT meeting: January 2020 11:45-12:45 in D3-39

;

